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**Hola Mr President**

Mr Enrique Pena Nieto, President of Mexico, in which HWL currently has a number of port investments, met Mr Victor Li during his visit to Hong Kong in April 2013.

**Preparing to Go Greener**

Hongkong Electric and the Conservancy Association have jointly developed eight eco-heritage routes on Hong Kong and Lamma Islands under the “Green Hong Kong Green” project, with monthly eco-tours now available in Cantonese for local hikers. A dedicated mobile app featuring the routes, major attractions, detailed maps and access information, is also available for free download at the App Store.

**Web for All**

The A S Watson corporate website has been granted the Silver Award in the Web Accessibility Recognition scheme by the Office of the Government Chief Information Officer and the Equal Opportunities Commission in Hong Kong, recognising its barrier-free design for all viewers, especially the visually impaired.

3 Hong Kong bags Gold in the Outstanding Customer Service Program of the “Customer Service Excellence Award 2012”, demonstrating market-wide recognition for its digital customer service platform.
NEW EXPANSION IN WASTE MANAGEMENT

NEW ZEALAND In April 2013, Cheung Kong Infrastructure expanded into the arena of waste management infrastructure in New Zealand through the acquisition of EnviroWaste Services Limited, a diversified, vertically integrated waste management business that has national coverage.

WOW for Watsons

Watsons unveiled a refreshed brand identity across Asia with the dynamic “WOW” campaign via ads, flash mobs, mobile apps and Facebook contests, reinforcing its brand commitment to enable our customers to look good and feel great everyday.

STATE-OF-THE-ART MACHINERY

UNITED KINGDOM On 25 March, the Port of Felixstowe announced it would double its rail capacity with the arrival of three state-of-the-art rail-mounted gantry cranes, which will span the new nine-track rail terminal at the port, making them the biggest intermodal rail terminal cranes in the UK.
NO-FRILLS CHIC

UNITED KINGDOM Comprising 18 skincare and make-up products at affordable prices, B. is a new beauty collection launched by Superdrug, offering ladies seasonal trends to boost beauty and confidence. All B. products bear the leaping bunny symbol of Cruelty Free International to certify they are not tested on animals.

HIGH FLYER!

With its convenient location, attractive leasing terms, best facilities and gracious hospitality, Harbour Plaza North Point is proud to announce it has been conferred the “Top 10 Best Serviced Apartments” and the “Best Facilities Award” at the top property platform’s GoHome Serviced Apartment Awards 2012-13.

NATRUL Breakthrough in Medicine

CHINA Nutrition Science Partners (a 50/50 joint venture between Chi-Med and Nestlé Health Science, which aims to research, develop and commercialise nutritional and pharmaceutical products derived from botanical plants, to bring natural pharmaceutical care to customers worldwide) announced in April that the initiation and treatment of the first Ulcerative Colitis patient in the global NATRUL Phase III trial for the novel botanical oral drug HMPL-004, which treats inflammatory bowel disease, had begun.

All-in for Speed

ITALY Italy is offering up to 42Mbps of high-speed mobile Internet service to users in more than 4,113 municipalities in Italy. The tariff is the most competitive in the market.
NEW ACQUISITION

HONG KONG Hutchison Port Holdings Trust acquired a 100 per cent stake in its neighbouring Asia Container Terminals at Kwai Chung for HKD 3.917 billion, which will not only increase the handling capacity of its existing terminals but also enhance their overall operational flexibility and efficiency.

A PERFECT ALLIANCE

HONG KONG Hutchison Global Communications Limited has announced a partnership with TVB Network Vision to provide HD pay TV programmes via its fibre-optic network.

Walk for Love

HONG KONG More than 2,000 A S Watson group employees and their families took part in the Community Chest New Territories Walk for Millions for the third consecutive year, raising HKD 432,328 (USD 55,426) to support the “Family and Child Welfare Services”.

FOSSIL FUN

Thousands of shoppers were attracted to Metropolitan Plaza Guangzhou to view the debut display of Asia’s largest whale skeleton. The exhibit is approximately 16m long.

Happy Birthday!

ITALY Italy celebrated its 10th anniversary by broadcasting a TV commercial with actor and actress Raoul Bova and Teresa Mannino in March. The commercial tells how 3 has been providing innovative and high-quality services at affordable prices in the Italian mobile market for the past decade.
CELEBRATING ACHIEVEMENT

On 8 January, Yantian International Container Terminals in China handled its 100 millionth twenty-foot equivalent unit, a remarkable record achieved in a mere 18.5 years. The warm celebration held to mark the achievement was attended by approximately 200 guests.

Overseas Investment

The Cheung Kong Group has invested over HKD 100 billion in Australia in the areas of power distribution, power transmission, gas distribution, telecommunications, ports, water supply, pharmaceuticals and nutraceuticals, vineyards, salt field and agriculture-related businesses. The country’s Deputy Prime Minister and Treasurer, the Hon Wayne Swan, was greeted by Mr Victor Li in Hong Kong when he paid a visit in January 2013.

WELL DONE!

HWL has been awarded “Best Performance Award – Hong Kong Region” and “Largest Comprehensive Corporation Award” by Yazhou Zhoukan’s “Global Top 1000 Chinese Merchants” judging panel.

TOP SPEED IN IRELAND

Ireland appointed Samsung Electronics UK as its sole provider of 4G infrastructure, marking a milestone in offering faster speeds to its customers using mobile broadband on smartphones, tablets and laptops.
Laughter as cure

Kruidvat kicked off the Nine Months Fair in Amsterdam for parents-to-be with a laugh workshop for 40 fathers and their babies. The participating dads pulled out all the stops to make their kids laugh, which helped to build a more intimate bond between father and child.

Record High in Commercial Property Transaction

A contract signing ceremony of Shenzhen Century Tower was held at Futian Shangri-La Hotel, Shenzhen earlier this year to celebrate the purchase of 27-Storey of Shenzhen Century Place Tower (gross floor area over 50,000 square metres) by the Bank of Communications – Shenzhen Branch. The transaction was a record high in commercial property deals over the past 32 years.

CINEMA FOR A CAUSE

Hong Kong Electric launched its Smart Power Campaign 2013 in joint efforts with the Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups Jockey Club Media 21 (m21) to encourage the younger generations to pursue a low carbon lifestyle through producing short movies.

A CORNERSTONE IN GROWTH

Located in the South China Sea approximately 300km southeast of Hong Kong, the Liwan Deepwater Project, a cornerstone in Husky Energy’s Asia Pacific growth, is the largest-ever natural gas discovery in offshore China waters. The Liwan Central Platform topsides will be making the 2,200-km journey to the Liwan site and will secure the jacket platform during the second quarter of 2013.